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ABSTRACT
Requirements to embedded systems increase steadily. In parallel,
also the performance of the processors used in these systems is
improved leading to multithreaded and/or multicore architectures.
Depending on the type of the embedded system, using Java is a
more and more popular way for software development. In this pa-
per, we present a Java benchmark suite that enables the comparison
of different embedded Java platforms while solely assuming the
availability of a CLDC API, the minimal configuration defined for
the J2ME. The core of the benchmark suite consists of adapted real-
world applications. Furthermore, the suite contains benchmarks to
explore multi-core/multi-threaded systems. Hence, it is possible
to determine the gain of a parallel execution platform compared to
sequential execution. Additionally, the penalty of a sequential pro-
gram running on a parallel platform can be measured. Our bench-
marks are structured in micro, kernel, application, parallel, and
streaming benchmarks.
1. INTRODUCTION
Benchmarks are important for the development of embedded
systems. While benchmarks for standard Java, server-oriented
Java, and Java on mobile phones are available, no Java benchmark
suite is available for classic embedded control systems. The pre-
sented benchmark suite JemBench fills this gap.
Embedded systems are often resource-constrained. A full JDK is
usually too big for the embedded target. Our benchmark suite is de-
signed to run with minimal JDK support. Furthermore, the bench-
marks are designed to run with a small memory footprint (less than
1 MB) and do not require any file I/O. All benchmarks conform to
the CLDC 1.1 [26]1 standard. Additionally, they can be executed
on RTSJ and Safety-Critical Java (JSR 302) platforms.
Realistic benchmarks include real applications and not only toy
kernels. For JemBench, we have adapted several embedded Java
applications that are in industrial use [20]. Besides sequential
benchmarks, we also developed several multithreaded benchmarks,
1See also: http://java.sun.com/javame/reference/apis/
jsr139/
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which perform data-parallel and pipelined execution.
As the benchmark suite does not target consumer electronics, but
embedded control systems, the benchmarks are mainly designed in
a WCET (Worst Case Execution Time) analyzable way. Hence, a
target platform can be examined concerning their real-time capabil-
ity by performing a static WCET analysis and compare the results
to the actual execution. Of course, the real-time capability of the
used platform cannot be proven but an estimation of the WCET
analysis’ tightness can be obtained.
Depending on the platform, the execution time of an application
may vary dramatically. To reach a feasible accuracy in combina-
tion with a reasonable execution time independent of the system’s
performance, the benchmarks adapt themselves to the capability of
the target platform.
The provided benchmark suite contains sequential and mul-
tithreaded benchmarks, organized in five categories that can be
started all together or individually. The first category includes
simple micro benchmarks testing individual bytecodes of different
complexity. Two typical kernel algorithms are packed together into
the kernel category. Three applications from industrial use form the
third category. These application benchmarks are the main bench-
marks to measure single threaded performance. The multithreaded
benchmarks consist of two groups: data parallel applications and
a streaming benchmark. The number of threads to be used by the
multithreaded benchmarks is defined in a utility class that is part of
the benchmark suite.
The presented benchmark suite is freely available as open source
under the GNU GPL license. Instructions how to access the source
and run the benchmarks can be found in the abstract.
In the remainder of this paper, an overview over embedded Java
systems is given first by Section 2 before Section 3 existing bench-
marks are discussed. Section 4 introduces our JemBench bench-
mark suite whose characteristics are then be evaluated in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. EMBEDDED JAVA
In this section, we provide an overview of different Java runtime
systems for the embedded domain, the domain JemBench was de-
veloped for. A Java virtual machine (JVM) can be implemented as
a software environment executed on an arbitrary (embedded) pro-
cessor or as a hardware solution using a processor that is able to
execute Java bytecode natively.
2.1 Embedded JVM Implementations
A JVM implemented in software contains the Java library
classes, several methods to connect the Java application to the un-
derlying operating system and a bytecode interpreter and/or a just-
in-time (JIT) compiler. Obviously, an operating system is required
that is responsible for the native I/O, such as file and network ac-
cess. The supported Java standard depends on the available re-
sources and the actual JVM implementation.
Examples of software implemented JVMs that can run in an em-
bedded setting (among others) are the JamaicaVM [22], IBM J9
VM,2 PERC Pico [2], KertasarieVM,3 KVM [25], Squawk [23],
CACAO [14], and Fiji VM [18].
2.2 Java Processors
In contrast to the software implementations, Java processors do
not require any interpreter or compiler. In general, the operating
system functionalities are also implemented in Java leading to a
homogeneous control flow from the application to the I/O. Addi-
tional abstraction layers are not required. Moreover, the exception
concept can be used also at the I/O level that means an explicit er-
ror handling in every hierarchy level is not required (try/catch
blocks do not need extra bytecode instructions in the normal pro-
gram flow).
Regarding the real-time capability, Java processors benefit from
the omitted software JVM and operating system. Hence, it is suf-
ficient that the processor and the JVM libraries are designed in a
real-time capable way. JOP [17], SHAP [29], jamuth [28], aJile [1],
and picoJava [9] are some examples of Java processors.
2.3 Real-Time and Safety-Critical Java
The Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) [6] is an approach
to enable Java for embedded systems. With a stricter definition of
the scheduling algorithm and a memory model that avoids garbage
collection, the RTSJ targets embedded real-time systems. RTSJ is
defined under Java 2 ME with the restricted library of the CLDC.
Therefore, JemBench shall be executable on all confirming RTSJ
implementations. It has to be noted that most vendors of RTSJ
implementations provide the JDK of the Java SE in version 1.5 or
1.6.
The Safety-Critical Java (SCJ) specification [12] is under devel-
opment within the Java Community Process (JSR 302). A first draft
for public review is expected this year. SCJ is intended for safety-
critical applications that need to be certified. SCJ defines three lev-
els of compliance: level 0 represents a cyclic executive, level 1 a
static defined mission with preemptive scheduling, and level 2 al-
lows dynamically created submissions. To simplify the certification
process SCJ defines a very small subset of the standard library. As
one of the authors is member of the SCJ expert group, we have ac-
cess to early drafts of the specification. We developed JemBench
according to the library definition of SCJ. All JemBench bench-
marks shall be able to execute on all levels of SCJ.
SCJ implementations are currently under development, e.g., on
top of the research JVM OVM [3]. A reference implementation of
SCJ that executes on top of the RTSJ is under development by the
SCJ expert group and will be freely available with the SCJ specifi-
cation.
3. RELATED WORK
Several benchmarks for server and desktop JVMs are available,
as described in this section. Benchmarks for embedded Java are not
so common, and the few available target the mobile phone platform
Java ME.
2http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java
3http://www.kertasarie.de
3.1 Java Standard Edition
DaCapo [4] is an open-source benchmark for Java that is in-
tended to better serve the Java community than SPEC JVM98.
The collection of benchmarks includes more complex code, more
object-oriented applications, and puts more stress on the dynamic
memory management. DaCapo has become the standard bench-
mark for the GC research community. DaCapo uses open-source
tools and applications such as a parser generator, bytecode opti-
mizer, graph plotting, Eclipse, an SQL database engine, a python
interpreter, text index and search, source code analyzer, and an
XSLT processor. The authors also argue for investing more effort
in sound benchmarking methodologies [5]. The proposed embed-
ded benchmark suite is our contribution to this field for a specific
application domain, which is still underrepresented.
The SPECjvm20084 focuses on kernel applications for both
client and server side Java systems. The benchmark results are
obtained by single-threaded as well as multi-threaded applications
using multiple logical processor cores (physical cores or hardware
threads). Even though the benchmarks require little I/O and no off-
chip network communication they are not well-suited for embedded
devices because the full J2SE standard API is required. The SPEC
website highlights that the SPECjvm2008 uses real-world applica-
tions and also domain specific benchmarks (e.g., XML processing,
cryptography). Furthermore, the benchmark results are influenced
by the operating system and the hardware platform where the JVM
executes.
The SPECjbb20054 benchmark emulates a three-tier business
application. Multiple warehouse databases are implemented as
Java Collection objects containing about 25 MB of data. So-called
customer threads place new requests or status updates. Addition-
ally, internal stock updates and payment reports are generated. The
focus of this benchmark is the performance and the scalability of
the middle-tier, which is stressed by the customer threads with new
requests. Besides the JRE, no additional libraries or system capa-
bilities are required.
Doherty [8] extended the SPECjbb2005 to the so-called
SPECjbb2005rt. The modified benchmark measures the response
times of the requests to the middle-tier and delivers a histogram.
Besides the average time also the maximum observed response time
is reported. This benchmark is intended to be used by JVM suppli-
ers to demonstrate the real-time capabilities of their products. Of
course, this benchmark is neither suitable for embedded systems
with restricted resources nor can it be used to proof any hard real-
time capability of a system.
All described Java SE benchmarks are too heavy for embedded
Java. They need a full Java environment with file I/O and usually
several MB of heap memory, which both is seldom available in
embedded systems.
3.2 Embedded Java
The Embedded CaffeineMark [16] was introduced by the Pen-
dragon Software Corporation. It is an adopted version of the com-
plete CaffeineMark suite reduced to the following benchmarks:
Sieve, Loop, Logic, Method, String and Float. The Graphics, Im-
age, and Dialog benchmarks are omitted because they require a
complex graphical interface that is not present on most small em-
bedded systems. Embedded CaffeineMark is a typical collection of
kernel benchmarks, which can give some guidance in performance
improvement, but shall not be used for system comparisons.
GrinderBench5 targets the mobile phone platform. It contains
4http://www.spec.org/jbb2005/docs/WhitePaper.html
5http://www.grinderbench.com/
five different kernel benchmarks: Chess, Crypto, KXML, Paral-
lel, and Png. Because the benchmark suite focuses on CLDC and
CDC devices, only kernel algorithms are tested. Any kind of I/O
is not considered. The algorithms are taken from typical mobile
phone applications i.e., they are based on entertainment and not on
industrial/real-time requirements.
Another benchmark suite targeting devices with restricted re-
sources is the PennBench [7]. It offers 12 benchmarks that mainly
represent complete applications like a calculator, an email viewer, a
jpeg viewer, a video stream viewer, and a web browser. The MIDP
capability of the target platform is required.
The Mälardalen Real-Time Research Center provides open-
source C benchmarks as WCET analysis tool challenges [15].
Those benchmarks have been ported to Java by Trevor Harmon
[10]. The benchmarks are basically kernel benchmarks to stress
WCET analysis tools and not real applications. Many of them con-
sist just of a single function. Furthermore, as the original code is in
C the benchmarks are not object oriented.
The benchmark that is closest related to JemBench is CDx [13].
CDx is a collision detector implemented as test case for the RTSJ.
Besides targeting the RTSJ, CDx is also available for standard Java.
However, in both cases the JDK of Java SE is assumed. CDx con-
tains a single periodic task that implements the collision detection.
Another thread that generates the radar frame can be started to gen-
erate garbage to test real-time garbage collection.
4. THE JemBench SUITE
The JemBench benchmark suite is implemented in plain Java
against a J2ME API, considering also the restrictions of CLDC 1.0
and the available library in SCJ. The classfiles of the benchmark are
generated by a standard Java source compiler. It does not contain
classfiles assembled or manipulated manually.
4.1 Benchmark Architecture
The performance of embedded systems can vary in the order of
several magnitudes. As to extract valid results in a reasonable time
with reasonable accuracy, the benchmark needs to adapt dynam-
ically to the underlying platform. JemBench performs this adap-
tation by exponentially increasing the number of iterations of a
benchmark until a minimum execution time threshold is exceeded.
The performance is then reported based on this conclusive run and
normalized to iterations per second. The greater the reported num-
ber is, the higher is the performance.
The JemBench suite includes several types of benchmarks. On
a first level, sequential benchmarks can be distinguished from par-
allel ones. While the former focus on the evaluation of a single
execution engine, the latter target systems with hardware support
for parallel thread execution. Both groups of benchmarks are fur-
ther subdivided by the structure of the workloads of the comprised
individual benchmarks.
4.2 Sequential Benchmarks
The sequential benchmarks measure the performance of a single
execution engine on different levels of abstraction:
Micro Benchmarks
target individual bytecodes or short typical bytecode se-
quences;
Kernel Benchmarks
comprise a tight computational kernel; and
Application Benchmarks
execute a small application that is structured into multiple
methods of several classes.
4.2.1 Micro Benchmarks
The micro benchmarks target the evaluation of the execution
performance of single bytecodes or short bytecode sequences that
cover all features of Java execution individually. The obtained re-
sults allow the comparison of the implementations of the same fea-
ture across different platforms. It is important to note that these
benchmarks do not measure a workload that comprises any realistic
instruction mix. Quite on the contrary, the employed measurement
approach is particularly designed to extract the performance figures
for the targeted bytecode sequence only. Even the necessary bench-
mark overhead is explicitly discounted from the measurement.
The micro benchmarks are useful for evaluation of Java proces-
sors or interpreting JVMs. A compiling JVM will optimize the
loop kernel in a way that the results will be meaningless. The main
motivation for the micro benchmarks stems from the intention to
evaluate the optimization of individual bytecodes of the author’s
Java processors.
The micro benchmarks contained in the JemBench suite cover
all relevant aspects of Java execution:
• arithmetic operations,
• array access,
• class and instance field access,
• branching (taken and not taken),
• static, instance and interface method invocations,
• type checking, and
• synchronized block and method executions.
Aiming at a measurement on the level of individual bytecodes,
the micro benchmarks require a sophisticated measuring approach.
In particular, this must discount the control overhead induced by
the benchmarking itself, which would otherwise dominate the ex-
ecution time. Thus, JemBench cannot simply execute the target
bytecode within a loop but rather employs a full measurement loop
and an overhead loop. The bodies of these merely differ in a min-
imal bytecode sequence containing the targeted instruction. The
relevant measurement is then obtained as the difference of the ex-
ecution times of these two loops. A small example illustrating this
approach is shown in Figure 1 for the GETFIELD bytecode instruc-
tion.
The benchmarks calculate a result within the benchmark loop
and the overhead loop that is returned from the method. Local op-
timization cannot optimize away the instructions in the loop. This
is the very reason why the example of Figure 1 must also contain
a GETFIELD bytecode in the overhead loop. While a plain assign-
ment of t=t would certainly suffice, it would establish a rather ob-
vious empty operation and, thus, an easy optimization target. This
is prevented by the indirection through a heap object.
The micro benchmarks are very concise. Their execution ex-
poses a great degree of locality. Therefore, the obtained measure-
ments typically resemble best cases benefitting from code and data
caching. We currently do not consider hotspot execution with dy-
namic code recompilation as a relevant technique for small embed-
ded devices. It is, nonetheless, important to be aware of the fact
this technique may not only introduce execution jitter but that very
aggressive optimizers might even fail these simple benchmarks.
It has to be noted that the synchronized block and method bench-
marks are executed in a single thread setting. A common technique
in JVMs is to optimize the common case (no lock contention) and
defer the full implementation of synchronization either when the
aload_2
getfield "field"
getfield "field"
astore_2
while(−−cnt >= 0) {
  t = t.field.field;
}
// Disguised no−op by setting: t.field = t
Full Loop:
aload_2
getfield "field"
astore_2
  t = t.field;
while(−−cnt >= 0) {
}
Overhead Loop:
tget f ield = t f ull - tovhd
Score = IterationsSecond
Figure 1: Discounting of the overhead in the measurement of a micro benchmark for the bytecode GETFIELD
lock is contended or when thread switching occurs. In that case,
only the best case is measured.
4.2.2 Kernel Benchmarks
The workloads of these benchmarks consist of compact compu-
tational kernels. In contrast to the micro benchmarks, these kernels
already implement full algorithms. Their focus of measurement is,
however, the plain computational power observed for very basic al-
gorithmic workloads. There is no noteworthy workload diversity
within a particular benchmark. The kernel benchmarks are also
structurally simple with a self-contained algorithmic loop. Lack-
ing complex class hierarchies and invocation patterns, these kernel
workloads are still far away from real object-oriented applications.
The performance measurement for the kernel benchmarks is im-
plemented straightforward. The loop of the benchmark iteration
counter is simply included in the time measurement as the isolated
execution time of the contained kernel is of no particular interest.
The current JemBench suite contains two kernel benchmarks:
Sieve
which computes all the primes below 100 using the Sieve of
Eratosthenes, and
BubbleSort
which initializes an integer array bitonically before sorting it
by the bubble sort algorithm.
It has to be noted that kernel benchmarks shall only be used for
some initial performance measurement. They are no substitute for
complete application benchmarks. The issues with kernel bench-
marks, such as Dhrystone or Whetstone, are discussed in a fallacy
at p. 63 in [11].
4.2.3 Application Benchmarks
The application benchmarks aim at a realistic approximation of
real-world workloads. Two of them are adapted versions of ap-
plications that are in industrial use [20]. They implement simple
but already structured tasks. This is reflected in the executed code
base, which is factored into several methods distributed over a few
classes. Their overall complexity remains, however, far below that
of standard desktop applications. As for the kernel benchmarks, the
performance measurement is again based on the full runtime of the
benchmark iteration loop.
The current JemBench suite contains the following application
benchmarks:
Kfl
In rail cargo, a large amount of time is spent on loading
and unloading of goods wagons. The contact wire above the
wagons is the main obstacle. Balfour Beatty Austria devel-
oped and patented a technical solution, the so-called Kipp-
fahrleitung, to tilt up the contact wire. Each mast contains
a tilt mechanism and a motor that is controlled by an em-
bedded Java system. This was the first commercial project
where JOP had to prove that a Java processor is a valuable
option for embedded real-time systems. A simulation of both
the environment (sensors and actors) and the communication
system (commands from the master station) forms part of the
benchmark, so as to simulate the real-world workload. The
application is written in a very conservative, static program-
ming style. That means, all methods and fields are static – no
objects are allocated.
Lift
Lift is a lift controller software that is installed in an automa-
tion factory in Turkey. The hardware is based on a JOP in
a Cyclone FPGA device and an I/O print that was originally
developed for the SCADA device TeleAlarm. The controller
has just a few inputs (command buttons and input sensors for
the hight measurement) and a simple motor control. The I/O
devices are simulated in the benchmark environment. Com-
pared to the Kfl benchmark, Lift is written in a more object
oriented style, but still avoids to generate garbage at the mis-
sion phase.
UdpIp
The third application benchmark uses an embedded UDP/IP
stack that is in use in two industrial applications. The UD-
P/IP stack was developed to be time-predictable, to avoid
garbage generation, and to consume minimal resources. In
the version that is included in JemBench the UDP/IP stack is
small enough to be executed on leJOS [24], a tiny interpret-
ing JVM for the RCX robot controller from the LEGO Mind-
Storms series. (The packet buffers and their size need to be
reduced to fit into the 32 KB memory of the RCX controller.)
In the benchmark setting, a client and a server exchange UDP
messages via a loopback driver. UdpIp is, similar to the Lift
benchmark, written object oriented, but avoids garbage gen-
eration. A pool is used to manage the packet buffers. As most
code in the UDP/IP stack manipulates the packet buffer, the
benchmark stresses integer array accesses.
All three benchmarks contain loop bound annotations and are
WCET analyzable. Therefore, they are also used as test cases for
WCET analysis of Java programs [21].
The application benchmarks of the current JemBench suite are
all inherited from JBE6 (version 1.1). JBE was first presented
in [19], where JOP was compared with several embedded Java so-
lutions. Since then, it has been used for performance evaluations in
several papers by the authors and others. The results obtained for
Kfl, Lift, and UdpIp are comparable with JemBench. It is the inten-
tion that future versions of JemBench will contain the unchanged
source of all former benchmarks, so published results from differ-
ent versions are comparable.
4.3 Multithreaded Benchmarks
There is an increasing support of multiple threads in hardware,
either with chip-multithreading (CMT) or chip-multiprocessing
(CMP). Therefore, multithreaded benchmarks for embedded sys-
tems are needed. Even small embedded Java processors provide
support of real concurrency. The three Java processors JOP [17],
SHAP [30], and jamuth [27] are all able to work in a multiprocessor
configuration. To hide memory latency cycles, jamuth is addition-
ally designed as a multithreaded processor.
All of the multithreaded benchmarks are new to the JemBench
suite. Two classes of multithreaded benchmarks are distinguished:
Parallel Benchmarks
with a homogeneous workload, which is processed by a num-
ber of concurrent worker threads executing the same algo-
rithm (data partitioning), and
Streaming Benchmarks
with a heterogeneous workload, in which each thread imple-
ments a different processing step on the same original data
(process partitioning, pipelining).
4.3.1 Parallel Benchmarks
The homogeneous workloads of the parallel benchmarks are
computations that can be parallelized easily. With a suitably fine
granularity of subproblems, these benchmarks scale very well to
an arbitrary number of worker threads. This allows the JemBench
framework to spawn the computation to exactly one thread of exe-
cution for each execution engine7. These benchmarks, thus, enable
the measurement of the performance of the complete system and
its scalability and efficiency under full parallelization.
The parallel benchmarks of the JemBench suite are designed to
stress the parallel processing. Nonetheless, they involve some syn-
chronization and inter-thread communication in the distribution of
the workload.
The measurements obtained from the parallel benchmarks are
necessarily associated with a quantization error, which results from
the subdivision into atomic serial subproblems. This error is
bounded by the execution time of the subproblem completed last
– potentially by the lone work of a single core. As to produce
valid results, the fine-granular subproblem division is, therefore,
an imperative countermeasure also taken by the benchmarks of the
JemBench suite.
Currently, the JemBench suite comprises three parallel bench-
marks:
Matrix Multiplication
which implements the multiplication of two integer matri-
ces where the computation of each result row represents one
subproblem.
NQueens
which computes all the solutions of the N-Queens Puzzle for
6http://www.jopwiki.com/JavaBenchEmbedded
7as reported by Runtime.availableProcessors()
N = 13. The search tree is divided into separate exploration
problems after the successful placement of queens within the
first four columns.
Ray Tracer
which uses ray tracing to compute the projective image of
a three-dimensional scene containing two triangles and two
balls. The calculated projection screen has a size of 2x3
pixels resulting in the maximum of six parallel execution
threads. This benchmark is optional and requires the exam-
ined platform to provide floating-point arithmetic for dou-
bles including implementations for the trigonometric func-
tions sin and cos.
4.3.2 Streaming Benchmarks
Streaming benchmarks establish a more realistic scenario with a
heterogeneous workload. Inter-thread communication should not
dominate the computation but is, nonetheless, an essential part
of these benchmarks for forwarding the data from one process-
ing stage to another. The number of processing stages and, thus,
threads working on a streaming benchmark is pre-defined. Con-
sequently, these benchmarks do not scale to arbitrary numbers of
execution engines but will force some cores to execute multiple
threads or to run idle if the benchmark depth does not match the
processor count.
The streaming benchmarks are currently represented by a single
AES benchmark, which implements a four-stage pipeline:
1. The first stage generates well-defined pseudo-random data
block,
2. which are AES-encrypted by the second pipeline stage be-
fore
3. being decrypted by the third.
4. The fourth stage, finally, computes a simple checksum over
the received decrypted data.
This benchmark integrates the AESLightEngine from the Bouncy
Castle Crypto Library,8 which is available under a free open-source
license.
4.4 Release Policy
JemBench is an extension of the benchmark collection JBE,
which contains most of the micro benchmarks, one kernel bench-
mark, and the application benchmarks. JBE is available in version
1.0 and 1.1. As JemBench is a major update, the source is released
under version 2.0 with the final version of this paper. For the review
process the version 1.8 was available.
The intention of JBE and JemBench is to provide a platform and
releases that stay comparable and compatible to earlier versions
of the benchmark suite. Therefore, results with newer embedded
Java platforms can be compared against results from earlier publi-
cations. Having release versions of JemBench allows us to extend
and enhance the benchmark suite in the future.
JemBench is released in source form for easier handling and us-
age. However, to report results based on JemBench, the bench-
marks shall not be changed, except adapting the number of proces-
sors for scalability measurements. Furthermore, the release version
of the suite shall be included in the report.
We are very interested in collecting numbers for various embed-
ded Java systems and have setup a Wiki page9 to collect the results.
8See the project website: http://www.bouncycastle.org/
9http://www.jopwiki.com/JemBench
Table 1: Platform support required by the JemBench suite
Basics • Integer arithmetic (int, long).
• Classes: Object, String, StringBuffer.
• System.arraycopy().
Reporting
• System.currentTimeMillis()
– may be replaced within the execution framework.
• System.out : java/io/PrintStream.
Concurrency
• Runnable.
• Thread – may be replaced within the execution framework.
Particularities
AES • java.util.Random.
RayTracer • Standard double-precision floating-point arithmetic.
• Math: sqrt(), sin(), cos(), toRadians().
• java.util.Vector.
The page is freely editable (after registering a user name to block
spam bots).
5. BENCHMARK EVALUATION
It is not the intention of this paper to provide benchmark results
of individual embedded Java platforms. We want to provide a set
of benchmarks that can be executed on a great variation of plat-
forms. Therefore, the usage of language features and the Java li-
brary needs to be restricted. As the minimum platform, we se-
lected the CLDC 1.1 [26]. For a sanity check that JemBench only
uses libraries that are available within the CLDC, we run the bench-
marks on the Squawk JVM, a certified CLDC-compliant JVM from
Sun/Oracle [23]. Furthermore, the benchmarks where tested on the
Java processors jamuth, SHAP, and JOP.
Table 1 summarizes the library requirements a platform has to
meet for the execution of the JemBench suite. Basic integer arith-
metic and simple string processing must, of course, be available.
JemBench further relies on System.currentTimeMillis() for its time
measurement and on the standard printing routines invoked on Sys-
tem.out for the result output. While the default implementation
also uses the standard Thread class to implement the concurrency
for the multithreaded benchmarks, any other thread abstraction can
be easily substituted for it as long as it can execute the Runnables
provided by the concrete benchmarks.
Some particular benchmarks require some library support in ad-
dition to these basics. None of it goes beyond the capabilities of
the CLDC 1.1. However, the floating-point support and the trigono-
metric functions required by the RayTracer benchmark were not re-
quired for the CLDC 1.0. Note that the AES and RayTracer bench-
marks are also the only ones generating continuous garbage collec-
tion work.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented the embedded Java benchmark Jem-
Bench. The target systems for this benchmark are classic embedded
systems, programmed in Java. As those systems are often resource
constraint JemBench needs only the minimal Java standard (CLDC
1.1) to execute.
The benchmark suite contains micro benchmarks for measure-
ments of JVM implementation details, kernel benchmarks that can
run even on an incomplete JVM, real-world applications, and par-
allel benchmarks. The real-world applications are the core bench-
marks to compare the performance of embedded JVMs. The paral-
lel benchmarks are intended to evaluate possible speedups gained
by multithreaded or multiprocessing platforms.
As future work, we intend to add adapted real-world applications
that are multithreaded to the parallel workload. The single-threaded
benchmarks can be execute on an RTSJ or an SCJ platform. We
plan to add the needed wrapper classes for RTSJ and SCJ to the
multithreaded benchmarks.
Furthermore, it is not yet clear how a real-time system can be
benchmarked. The outcome of a benchmark for a hard real-time
system is basically a boolean value: either all deadlines are met or
not. We are working on a benchmarking methodology for those
real-time systems. The idea is to measure the minimum available
slack time in the worst case.
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APPENDIX
JemBench is available under the GNU GPL and can be downloaded
from
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jembench/.
or with following svn command:
svn co https://jembench.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/jembench
jembench
The driver class to execute all benchmarks is jembench.Main.
Compiling and running JemBench on a desktop JVM is basically:
javac jembench/Main.java
java jembench.Main
By default floating-point operations are excluded as they are op-
tional in CLDC 1.0. To include the floating-point benchmarks set
the constant USE_FLOAT to true in Main.java.
On a CLDC platform it is not possible to query the number
of processors. Therefore, the default configuration uses a single
thread for the multithreaded benchmarks. The number of threads
can be changed in Util.getNrOfCores().
Please help us to collect results on various embedded Java
platforms and report the results on:
http://www.jopwiki.com/JemBench
